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Abstract: Issues of HUI (housing and utilities infrastructure) have always been in the focus of state social
policy. At present time HUI factor creates potential social strain which to a great extent influences economic
situation in the country. Due to specifics of this sector of economy the most up-to-date problems are those
which relate to the use and keeping of social housing. The article analyzes Russian and foreign practices of
financing social housing stock, the direct public funding (DPF).
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INTRODUCTION The focus must be done on the mechanisms of

Reform of HUI [1] must be oriented to formation of private-public partnership (PPP) and giving target
social housing in Russia which is owned by the state and subsidies to those who need a house but because of low
city councils. The flats from this stock are intended for the income are not able to rent it or buy it on market
poor and also for other groups of population mentioned conditions.
in the law on the conditions of perpetual social loan. These mechanisms work in the USA and in most

In our opinion, social housing stock in Russia must European countries. In many economically developed
be formed by means of DPF. The customer will the state countries housing stock intended for low-income families
and city councils, contractors are private commercial performs significant function: in Holland it amounts to
companies which have managed to gain the contract in 33% to    all    housing   stock,   in   Great   Britain   and
the course of auction. Then the as an investor will be Sweden-almost     25%,    in    Austria  and   Denmark-20%
entitled to set and regulate prices stimulating project and [2].
contract organizations to reduce production costs of In foreign countries they also use such a notion as
construction. “social accessibility”, which shows ability for low-income

Such regulation will not be an administrative population groups to get the housing which corresponds
intrusion into market relations but economic lever to minimal appropriate standards of comfort. And housing
producing positive impact on behaviour of professional expenditures must take reasonable (not very high) share
participators in commercial segments of housing market. of income.

However in Russian Federation there are no laws to This category includes not only housing from the
regulate formation and management of housing stock stock of social use but any rented housing distributed by
intended for social use, financing of this stock from the the state and city councils with due regard the
state budget is not provided. opportunities of those citizens which are not able to

When the housing situation in the country start to become neither the owners of their flats nor the tenants
improve and poor families and the families have improved on market conditions.
their conditions greatly the share of DPF of social In many countries such type of housing is called
housing construction must be reduced. social.

targeted stimulation of construction on conditions of
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Social housing stocks  are  formed  and  managed % of tenant's income;
also by municipal housing corporations and building On the base of market rates with discounts to make
societies, non-commercial housing associations and housing accessible.
private owners. Such extension of participators' list allows
to find appropriate size of rent for social housing and the The  first  way  is  prevailing  in  European  countries.
principles of its distribution. For the last time in the West For example in France rent for social housing is calculated
the state often delegates the functions of contractor to by formula taking into account initial costs and financing.
more efficient in construction issues housing associations Social housing rent is 30-40% lower than in private sector
and cooperatives, providing them with financial [7]. Most tenants get housing subsidies. These subsidies
incentives    through    tax   privileges   and   cheap   loans cover about 60% of rent at average for 10% of poorest
[3]. households.

In some foreign countries (Hungary, Sweden) all State regulation of rent market is aimed for protection
social housing belongs to municipal council, while in of tenants from rent growth, or for stabilization of
Holland almost all social housing belongs to housing situation after increase in demand, or for neutralization of
partnerships.   In    England    the   ratio   is   almost  50/50. asymmetrical information (stronger positions of renters in
In Europe municipal bodies continually reduce their negotiations).
participation and increase the diversity of social housing Policy at housing market determines the form of
suppliers, in particular, in the framework of PPP, they also housing ownership. For example, in the countries with
engage private sector. Such programs exist in Germany, strict regulation of rent and high level of protection of
USA and Australia. tenants the latter are less liable to buy houses or flats,

As a result the share of social housing varies greatly they prefer to rent them [8]. The data obtained from Great
in different countries (Table 3.2). Britain government shows that private sector of housing

In Greece there is no social housing at all, in Spain it rent grew by 37% for 5 years, 3,4 million of households at
amounts only to 1% from the whole housing stock. In the present time are rented by private tenants.
countries with high level of social housing it amounts to However this can bring negative consequences for
43-77% of all rented houses. In France in 2009 social development of economy. Mobility of population in
housing amounted to 17% of housing stock. 55% was OECD countries with high level of rent regulation is lower.
built until 1976. About 62% of social housing is [9,10].
concentrated in the cities with population of more than Analysis shows that housing supply is reducing
100 000. because of decrease in investments into new construction

In accordance with the law of 2000 [5] the cities with [11].
population more than 3500 must have 20% of social Intense formation of social housing stocks in
municipal housing stock [6]. combination with private rent sector of housing can

Performed analysis allowed to identify 4 methods of facilitate solution of housing problems for all people of
calculation of social rent: Russia. Without development of the institute of social

Calculation of rent on the base of costs needed for stocks in the regions of Russian Federation) the problem
maintenance; of rational distribution of labour resources can not be
By   formula   which  takes  into  account  the  size, solved (for example, average American family changes its
quality and location of housing; residence 6-7 times during its lifetime).

and private rental housing (including so called maneuver

Table 3.2: Share of social housing in the world in 2007 [4]
Country Share of housing stock% Share of rental housing stock, % Country Share of housing stock% Share of rental housing stock, %
Austria 21 53 France 19 43
Belgium 7 24 Germany 6 11
Denmark 20 43 Greece 0 0
Great Britain 21 68 Ireland 8,5 38
Finland 18 52 Italy 5 26
Luxembourg 2 8 Holland 35 77
Portugal 3 14 Slovenia 4 57
Spain 1 9 Sweden 21 48
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However creation of private rental housing sector will 3. Kaurova, O., A. Maloletko and O. Yumanova, 2013.
demand regulatory and tax framework which must take Ways to Counter Retrival of “Shadow Income” from
this market out from illegal turnover. Businesses   with    Fixed   Assets  in  Hospitality.

Today we need state housing policy providing Middle-East     Journal     of    Scientific   Research,
functioning of complex system of public financing 15(5): 757-762.
intended for provision of housing to all categories of 4. Scanlon, K. and C. Whitehead, 2011. French social
citizens regardless of their incomes. In this case the housing in an international context/ Economics
citizens can choose the form of improvement of their Department    Working    Papers,   862.  OECD,  Paris,
housing conditions-it can be either ownership or rent. pp: 11.

All financial sources and financial flows incoming 5. Solidarity and Urban Renewal Law, 2000.
into housing sphere must be linked to each other in time. 6. Scanlon, K. and C. Whitehead, 2011. French social

The strategy of such state housing policy was housing in an international context/ Economics
prepared by State Construction agency of Russia as early Department Working Papers, 862. OECD, Paris, pp: 5.
as in 2000 and then was significantly amended at 7. Driant, J.C., 2011. Le logement social en France entre
preparation of Presidium of State Council meeting in inertie et mutations. Un état des lieux du système
February 27, 2003. But unfortunately in the most regions HLM‘   au   seuil  des  annees  2011.  Loger  l'Europe:
of Russian  Federation  there  is  no  social  housing  stock Le     logement     social    dans   tous   ses   Etats.
yet which could solve existing problems including Paris: forthcoming.
movement of HUI debtors and payment of debts. 8. Andrews, D. and A. Sánchez, 2011. Drivers of
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